Abstract: A time-free, drift-free, multi-dimensional model of friction is introduced. A discrete implementation is developed which exhibits four solution regimes: sticking, creeping, oscillating, and sliding. Its computational solution is e cient to compute online and is robust to noise. It is applied to haptic rendering.
Introduction
Friction occurs almost everywhere. Many things, including human acts, depend on it. It is almost always present in machines. Usually friction is not wanted, so a great deal has been done to reduce it by design, or by control. In the present case, we want to synthesize it, so it can be presented under computer control to a subject using a haptic device 1]. The model introduced in this paper is also a possible contribution to the existing model-based compensation techniques. The model has the following properties:
1. It is time free (autonomous), only displacements enter in the formulation. 2. It neither drift, nor relaxes. 3. It is robust to noise, input is not assumed to be noise-free. 4 . A discrete formulation exists which is online and computationally e cient. 5. It has four regimes, one of them is a quasi-periodic oscillation. 6. It accounts for vector motions and forces (2 or 3D). 7. Its parameters have a simple physical interpretation. 8. It has a continuous counterpart.
Previous Models
Friction refers to the production of force as a result of relative movement between two objects in contact. The force must oppose motion when there is sliding (i.e. macroscopic motion). This forms the physical basis of dissipation. When there is adherence (i.e. microscopic motions), the contact force must balance the net external forces. The force of adhesion in is not literally friction, but must be considered as part of a static friction model. Below a threshold of micro-displacement (or equivalently of force), the net macroscopic motion is truly identically zero. This forms the basis of energy storage. We can then speak of several states: relaxed, tense adhesion, and sliding. This basic model can be enhanced with the addition of a variety of dynamic friction e ects which depend on time (rising static friction, frictional memory), or on state (friction irregularities, or dependencies as a function of space or of velocity as in hydrodynamic dependencies). For a complete survey, see 2]. In this paper, these model enhancements are not considered.
Presliding Displacement and Static Friction
Accounting for static friction and the transition to sliding motion is a considerable challenge for friction models, both in terms of the surface physics|the origin of adhesion was long debated and still cannot be predicted accurately| and in terms of modeling and simulation. Bodies in contact exhibit \presliding displacement" even when there is no true sliding. This motion arises with surface deformation in the contact. Over a small elastic regime energy is stored and mass-spring behavior can be observed 3]. Dahl was the rst to systematically study and model presliding displacement 4]. His model is further described below. A point addressed here is that Dahl's model, and more recent models based on it, exhibits drift when subjected to an arbitrarily small bias force and arbitrarily small vibrations. This drift is spurious: objects set on a slope and subjected to small vibrations do not continuously creep down the slope. Drift in the friction model is important for haptic interfaces because small vibrations originate from involuntary hand tremors, even in healthy individuals.
To de ne terms for modeling presliding displacement, consider rst the one dimensional case of two objects with point contact, see the gure below. One object is termed the xed object, the other is the moving object.
Friction is best understood by considering two points. One of them belongs to the moving object,
call it x. The other de nes an adhesion point, call it w. During adhesion, w is attached to the xed object, so z = x?w, a signed quantity, describes micromovements between the two objects. Most models, including Dahl's, de ne the friction force to be proportional to the tension z as if the two objects were attached by a spring. The quantity jzj is not allowed to exceed a small value called the breakaway distance (equivalently, the breakaway force), that we call here z max > 0.
When jzj reaches z max while x monotonically increases (or decreases), the contact becomes fully tense and w relocates so that at all times jzj = z max .
While the contact is fully tense, necessarily _ From now on, we take i = 1 without a ecting the discussion: compliance should yield an oscillation for x(t) as a ltered version of f(t), but a continuously sliding motion is observed with an amplitude much greater than the breakaway displacement, even though the breakaway force is never applied.
Behavior at reversals
Of particular interest is the behavior of the solution at reversals, that is when v changes sign. Because of the compliance in the contact, external rapidly varying applied forces will result in reversals of the microscopic motion.
To gain further insight, it is useful to rewrite the model in autonomous form, bearing in mind that in our conceptual account (Section 2.1), time was never needed, except to express that when there is sliding _ x = _ w and _ z = 0.
The same idea can be expressed without time by writing that during sliding x = w z max and jzj = z max . The corresponding autonomous equation is obtained by eliminating time from Dahl's model:
thinking of z as a function of x instead of t. It is now easy to nd the possible values of dz=dx. For a tense contact, this quantity has a value zero when dx and z have the same sign (as expected) and 2 when they have opposite signs.
The drift and relaxation ladders
When z and dx have opposite signs, z changes up to twice as fast as x does. In Section 2.1, we imagined z to change at most at the rate of x, to keep w invariant. Consider rst that x oscillates between two values. In Figure 2 Suppose that x cycles with a small amplitude n around any location in the phase portrait. Call fz m g the sequence of extrema of z at each reversal; z + and z ? the increase of z on the ascending and descending paths respectively. dx > 0 : z + = n(+1 ? z) dx < 0 : z ? = n(?1 ? z) z z = ?2 n: fz m g converges (relaxes) to zero geometrically as in Figure 2(b) . Now, an external force causing z to oscillate around a nominal value yields a diverging drift ladder for x. Call m the amplitude of the oscillation of z around z nom . Posing = z nom < 1, we nd the progress of x between two like signed extrema of z to be: 2m =(1? 2 ), see Figure 2 (c). This is contrary to physical evidence. For small perturbations (say Brownian motion, permanent small tremors), a contact neither relaxes nor drifts.
A drift-free friction model could either (i) have symmetrical minor hysteresis loops (this might not be easy to derive) or (ii) have no minor paths. In other terms, the ascending branches should overlap the descending ones to preserve symmetry. Memory would then be solely encoded in the sliding regime as in Figure 2(d) . For the purpose of this paper, we opt for the second possibility. 
An Online Discrete Scalar Model
The object is to compute a sequence fz k g given a sequence of position measurements f x k g. We rst integrate 
No integration is needed because we simply chose (z) = 0 for jzj z max and (z) = 1=z max elsewhere. Note that we can choose z max to be very small, at the resolution limit of the position measurements. Calculations are indeed minimal. This formulation exhibits two regimes: stuck and sliding. This model can be viewed as a lter which responds as shown on Figure   2 (d). It can be used to detect extrema and signs of the derivative of x, robustly with respect to noise without ever estimating a derivative.
A More General Model
In an e ort to nd solutions for z(x) which exhibit richer behaviors, we no longer take the computational shortcut of the previous section. We now take (z) to be 0 for jzj z stick and (z) = 1=z max elsewhere. The parameter z stick may be chosen to be equal to z max in which case this more elaborate model reverts to that of the previous section. Now, consider that z stick is larger than z max . When z is below z max , the model behaves like in the previous section and does not drift. However, if the external force is su cient for z to reach z stick , w slips, the contact becomes stuck and the cycle starts again, yielding relaxation oscillations akin to a stick-slip behavior. Moreover, if the motion is su ciently rapid, z stays at z max and the oscillations vanish, yielding a sliding regime.
The sliding regime is entered and sustained when the condition (z k )z k > 1 is met. It is therefore dependent on sampling rate since z k = x k ? w k depends on the interval between two samples. This means that the higher the sampling rate, the \tighter" a contact can be simulated (further discussed in 3.2.3).
Stick-creep-slip-slide
We may instead choose a smooth version of (z), for example:
which is nearly identical to zero for j(z=z stick )j < 0:5.
When the tension is su ciently high, the model simulates an additional pre-sliding behavior because the model has a drift component (see discussion in 2], section 2.1.b.i). Let us call that creep to distinguish it from drift. If the motion of x is su ciently slow with respect to the drift and relaxation rates, the drift component consumes all of it so that z remains below z stick . On the other hand, if the motion of x exceeds the drift rate, z increases until it reaches z stick . At this point, the behavior is the same as in the previous section. In summary, we have: stick, creep, oscillatory, and sliding regimes. See Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Trajectories when z max < z stick . Labels: (1) stuck, (2) slow motion, the model creeps along, (3) a faster motion, z changes like x does minus the creep, (4) oscillatory regime, (5) motion reversal, (7) motion cannot be fast after a reversal, (8) fast motions slide.
Discussion
The reader will notice that implicitly, time was reintroduced in the discussion. The rates are function of time: the drift and relaxation rates depends on noise (which in turn depend on time), the motion rate, the rate of the unforced dynamics of the system during the return to z max , and the sampling rate.
To determine the regime transition to sliding when z is near z max independently from the sampling rate, a speci ed amount of noise n can be injected in the input. When z is near z stick , the creep rate can determined in the same way. It is a balance between these rates that determines the regime, but each regime is time-free.
Convergence is guaranteed for any value of and any value of y k since z k = x k ? w k is never allowed to exceed z stick .
A Discrete Vectorial Model
We now turn our attention to a multi-dimension friction model. Points x and w are now associated to two or three coordinates, we denote them X and W; z is now a vector Z = X ? W. In 3-D, we may think of X as a particle and W as the contact point with the ambient milieu.
It is helpful to look at Figure 4 to imagine the 2D counterpart of the scalar model just described. 
A Simple Model
The counterpart of (5) otherwise.
This implements a robust motion direction detector, whereas the scalar version implements a sign detector. Since it is time-free, it is applicable to event-based input devices.
A More General Model
The most recent measurement X k indicates the direction of movement, and Y k = jX k ? X k?1 j. There are two choices for performing the integration.
The second form is the only one that converges: the direction must be updated before the progress of W (in the scalar case, the choice does not matter). This gives rise to the following discrete update law: 
Experimental Results
Experiment were performed using the PenCat tm haptic device marketed by Haptic Technologies Inc. 1 It is hooked up to a host personal computer via a serial line which permits update rates up to 400 Hz, thanks to an embedded microprocessor.
In this rst experiment, the simple friction model of Section 4.1 is used. The thick line shows the trace of the \virtual pointer" on the screen as guided by the subject's hand, see Figure 5 . The set of straight lines show Z every 100 ms. In (1) and (2), Z is in the direction of motion and approximates closely the tangent to the trace. In (3), the subject's hand applies a force low enough so that adhesion occurs, and W becomes stationary. Z is no longer tangent to the trace (which is a point) but is guided through a 360 o counterclockwise sweep. In (4), motion stops also but Z sweeps 90 o clockwise before the motion resumes. The same maneuver is carried out in (5), counterclockwise this time. The experiment terminates in (6) , where the pointer is driven around a xed point. To indicate how slow the movement is, consider that the time of travel from (1) to (2) is about 2 seconds (the gure is to scale 1:1). Here, the more general model of Section 4.2 is exempli ed. Figure 6 show the plot of Z (z max .25 mm, z stick .5 mm) against X ( 50 mm). The experiment starts in (0) where the virtual pointer is moved slowly to the right. It traverses the stuck zone (1), and continues in the creep zone before converging in (2) to an equilibrium between between the motion rate and the creep rate (which increases as we approach z stick ). In (3), the motion is reversed over a small distance and so the ascending branch retraces exactly the descending one. In (4), the motion is reversed over a larger distance, so the model creeps for a while in the negative direction, eventually forming a hysteresis loop. Shortly after, a larger force is applied so z climbs to reach z stick , then returns to z max . Because the \feed-rate" is high enough, z quickly meets z stick again, yielding a limit cycle (5). In (6), the motion is reversed, attempting to move to the left now at higher speed. The subject's hand takes a while to reach a su cient speed so an oscillatory regime (7) is entered before sliding in (8). 
Conclusion
It is shown that the Dahl friction model drifts when a small bias force is present with small oscillations of position. We hypothesize that this drift has not previously been identi ed because in simulations velocity during static friction can be exactly zero. In implementations where input is derived from measurements, such as haptic rendering, the drift becomes apparent.
The computational friction model proposed does not drift and provides several advantages for implementation. It is autonomous, and so suitable for event-based interfaces which may have nonuniform sampling. It is robust to noise, especially because it depends only on position. It is discrete in formulation, and so directly implementable by computer. It is extensible to 2 and 3D motions. Its parameters can be interpreted in terms of a surface deformation model, and it shows four regimes of behavior that are observed in physical systems.
The choice of a friction model depends on the application 2]. Here, the much simpli ed candidates for (z) yields a variety of behaviors which are suitable for haptics. Various choices a ect the haptic perception, so the question of perceptual relevance arises. For other applications, more direct association of the proposed friction model with tribophysics is needed, as is the introduction of dynamic friction e ects. These are the subjects of continuing work.
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